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Abstract

This summary describes a program for increasing awareness,

development and implementation of visual elements into Core

subjects. The cognitive development of the targeted students as it

pertains to memory and recall may be positively effected. Student

tests and surveys of teachers documented and described the extent

of visual/spatial deficits.

Analysis of probable cause data reveals that schooling treats

the imagination as unimportant. Schools lack the integration of

visual/spatial intelligence into other Core subjects and subject area

teachers have limited visual/spatial knowledge. The contribution of

overlearning and over teaching of verbal/linguistic tasks. Schools

are overdependent and place higher value on verbal/linguistic skills

when visual spatial skills not only enhance those skills, they are

skills of equal value.

As a result of this program employing visual/spatial

components and assessments, the students and faculty may have an

increased awareness and understanding of the importance of

including visual/spatial elements in the teaching and learning of

verbal/linguistic tasks.
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CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTEXT

General statement of Problem

Students and teachers of the targeted middle school class have

a limited knowledge and use of visual/spatial elements to positively

effect recall. Integrating visual/spatial intelligence across the

curriculum, may have an effect on this development.

Evidence for the existence of this problem includes teacher

observation, surveys, and interviews.

Immediate Problem

Coal City Middle School in the Coal City Community Unit

District #1, houses 492 students in grades five through eight. Based

on the 1994-95 school year figures, the average class size for each
o

grade level is as follows; fifth-19.7, sixth- 19.7, seventh- 22.2,,

eighth- 22.2. There are six classes in each of the grade levels. The

building is an air conditioned closed class structure consisting of a

cafeteria, media center, two gymnasiums, chorus and band room, art

room and two computer labs. Academic classes are held in
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individual class rooms. Seventh and eighth grade classrooms are

located on the second floor. CCMS is not a fully included setting

with three Special Education classes in the building. Full inclusion

in Encore classes is currently in place.

As of September 30, 1994, the racial-ethnic make up reported

for CCMS students was 97% White, 0% Black, 2.8% Hispanic, and 0.2%

Asian Pacific Islander. The percentage of students eligible for

bilingual education is 0%. The attendance rate at CCMS is 95.7%

district wide. The student mobility rate which is based on the

number of times the students enroll or leave a school during the

course of a year is 8.4%. This is lower than the district rate of 9.8%.

Students who were absent from school without a valid cause for ten

percent or more of the last 180 school days comprise 0.6% at CCMS

which is lower than the district rate of 1.4% (Coal City Community

Unit District #1 School Report Card,1994).

The staff at CCMS is comprised of 38 teachers, 26 female and

12 male with seventeen teachers having their Master's degrees. The

average number of years of experience is 15.1.

Students are heterogeneously assigned to a classroom. The

core subject areas and the time devoted to them is as follows:

mathematics-40 minutes, science-40 minutes, language arts-40

minutes, reading-40 minutes, social studies-40 minutes, and

3
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physical education- 40 minutes. The Encore subject areas are as

follows; art-40 minutes for one quarter, health-40 minutes for one

quarter, computers-40 minutes for one quarter for fifth and sixth

grades and 40 minutes for two quarters for seventh and eighth

grade, music-40 minutes for one quarter for fifth and sixth grades.

Band and chorus are offered in lieu of a 40 minute study hall three

periods per week for fifth and sixth grades and five periods per

week for seventh and eighth grades.

Students in the sixth grade are assessed by the state through

IGAP in reading, math, and writing, seventh grade is assessed in

science and social studies. Students in grades fifth through eighth

grade are given Stanford Achievement Tests. Assessment in the Fine

Arts in sixth grade are currently devised and administered by the

individual Fine Arts teachers.

All students are assessed quarterly on a district-wide

progress report. Students in grades fifth through eighth receive

letter grades consisting of; A (94-100), B (86-93), C (78-85), D (70-

77), and F (0-69).

Art education at CCMS is currently taught to all students by

one art specialist. Art education consists of a curriculum devised

by the art teacher. A variety of sources are used to create the

curriculum in lieu of a specific text for individual grade levels. In
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addition, various multi-media are also implemented such as art

prints, videos, scholastic magazines, filmstrips, and three-

dimensional designs.

Description of the Surrounding Community

Coal City Community Unit District #1 is located in Grundy

County, Illinois. In the district, 1596 students are enrolled, 8.1% are

from low income families and 0.2 are limited English proficient .

One hundred percent of the teachers are Caucasian. Male teachers

comprise 31.4% and females account for 68.6% of the teaching staff.

The average years of service in the district is 15.1, with an average

salary of $40,942. The pupil-teacher ratio is 17.2:1. Teachers with

masters degrees and beyond comprise 39.8% of the total of 95

teachers. The administrators earn an average salary of $57,321, and

pupil administrator ratio is 266.0:1. ( Coal City Community Unit

Dist.#1 School Report Card, 1995 ).

CCMS is located in the community of Coal City, incorporated as

a village in 1881. Coal City is a rural community 60 miles southwest

of Chicago, Illinois. It consists of approximately three square miles

with a population of 4110. The school district services the students

in the surrounding areas within the Carbon Hill and Diamond

communities.
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As of 1995 the median home value in Coal City was $104,127.

The median family income in 1990 was $35,728. More than 98% of

the population of Coal City was Caucasian. The median age was 35.0.

Of the population of Coal City, 40.6% are high school graduates,

12.5% have college degrees. The employment rate is 93.0%. Part of

the labor force consists of 12.68% having some high school credit

and 8.68% having only elementary school experience ( Grundy County

Economical Society 1995).

Regional and National Context of the Problem

Curriculum is not so much transmitted to the students as

reconstructed by them. It would seem that the learning of all

students, certainly that of students who are functioning at what

Piaget,1960 would call the pre-operational stage of development,

would be enhanced if the notion of artistic construction was

approached more literally than metaphorically. Despite rhetoric

about multiple intelligences, students given the opportunity to

exercise and consequently develop only a limited range of their

abilities in school. It is a concern that those with a particularly

strong predilection toward artistic intelligence are often unable to

make a significant contribution in most classes and are in many

cases consequently failing (Donmoyer, 1995).

On creating the self, Domasio suspects that convergence zones,
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thousands of them, spread throughout the cortex, do more than just

process language. They may also coordinate every other sort of

information the brain needs perception, memory, emotion - to be

fully functional. And if that is true, the convergence zones, merging

disseperate pieces of information into a semblance of a whole, could

be responsible for the most elusive of the brain phenomena;

consciousness, the sense of being in the here and now

(Lemonick,1995 ).

According to Lazear,1991 the human brain naturally thinks in

images. Capacity to form images or to visualize is one of its most

basic mental processes. Visualization is the way we think. The

human brain programs and self programs through its images; when

we were children our visual/spatial capacities were very acute.

Schooling develops reasoning powers and implicitly, if not

explicitly, treats the imagination as unimportant. As the process

continues, the growing person finds it more and more difficult to

form mental images, simply because this particular faculty goes

unused. The imagination is inherent in the nervous system and as

such it can be relearned. Art education promotes self expression,

creativity, and intuitive and sensory-oriented learning. In addition,

arts education fosters both discipline and cognitive and emotional

development ( Hanna, 1994 ).

12
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Magnussen, Greenlee, Asplund and Dyrnes,1990 have recently

pointed out that as most perceptual discriminations require

comparisons across time and space, and it is obvious that the

storage of form and spatial relationships is as essential in human

memory as content and meaning (Heathcote, 1994). Therefore,

visual/spatial intelligence is critical in how we view the world

around us. However, its integration into the school curriculum is

often limited.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBLEM DOCUMENTATION

Problem Evidence

In the beginning, before words, language, abstract reasoning,

cognitive patterning, and conceptual thinking; were images. The

human brain naturally thinks in images. In fact, its capacity to form

images or to visualize is one of its most basic mental processes.

Just what are images, and how do they function in our lives? They

are interior road maps that help us make sense out of life, being

unconscious but controlling our conscious behavior. Comprising

pictures of our self and our world, they supply an inner guidance

system that tells us who we are and give us direction in deciding

what to do with our lives. Images are formed and shaped by every

experience we have had. These images in turn shape both our present

and future experience (Lazear, 1991).

Documentation shows images are innate and necessary in

learning. If this is true, why then is visual/spatial intelligence one

of the most underutilized focuses of the school system?
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Evidence for the existence and extent of this problem are found

in teacher surveys, a targeted group consisted of fifth grade

students at the targeted middle school and a control group of fifth

grade students at the targeted middle school, and test materials

developed by the fifth grade social studies teacher, to check recall

of subject matter after a given period of time for both the research

group and the control group, and the Stroop Effect which is a

disruption and delay in the naming of colors of words printed in

colored ink when the letters of the words spell the names of

incongruous or non matching colors.

An analysis of probable cause data reveals that schooling

treats the imagination as unimportant. Schools lack the integration

of visual/spatial intelligence into other core subjects and subject

area in which teachers have limited visual/spatial knowledge. This

also contributes to an over learning and over teaching of verbal/

linguistic tasks causing a suppression of visual/spatial intelligence.

Schools are too dependent and place a higher value on verbal/

linguistic skills when visual/spatial skills not only enhance those

skills, but are skills of equal value.

Thinking directly in terms of colors, tones, images, is a

different operation technically from thinking in words. There are

values and meanings that can be expressed only by immediately
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visible and audible qualities, and to ask what they mean in the sense

of something that can be put in to words is to deny their distinctive

existence (Dewey,1934).

Students who are operating at what Piaget, 1934 called the

preoperational stage of development would be enhanced if the notion

of artistic construction was approached more literally than

metaphorically. Concern is with all other subjects as well as the

teaching of the arts when schools are teaching all other subjects

while students sit passively as teachers pontificate. Despite

rhetoric about the constructivist nature of learning and multiple

intelligences, students given the opportunity to exercise and,

consequently, develop only a limited range of their artistic

intelligence are often unable to make a significant contribution in

most classes and are, in many cases, failing (Donmoyer,1995).

Schools allot time to subjects as they deem necessary to

provide a well rounded education to the students. Time devoted to

each of the multiple intelligences however is grossly out of balance

where the visual/spatial intelligence is concerned. Schools as a

rule provide three times as much scheduled time spent on classes

that utilize intelligences other than those utilized in the visual arts.

This in turn defeats the purpose of providing a well rounded

education by not allowing equal time to develop all intelligences.
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A graph showing the time devoted to each of the subjects is

shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Time allotted for each subject

TIME ALLOTMENT FOR SUBJECTS

b

<40

20

minutes per day. *days per year

El math

science

El language arts

reading

II social studies

physical ed.

artI

As the graph reveals, where as all subjects are taught an equal

amount of time (40 minutes per day), art is offered only forty-five

days per year where all other subjects are taught for one-hundred-

eighty days, and in so doing, the visual arts which promotes the use

of visual/spatial intelligence are offered for a significantly lesser

amount of time than other subjects which can contribute to a

deficiency in this area.
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When the Stroop Effect (Appendix A) was administered,

documentation in Figure 2 supports the statement that

verbal/linguistic intelligences are over taught and and hence schools

place a higher value on such.

Figure 2

Stroop Effect Results

As the graph reveals, the time for students to name colors

when presented with colored words that were incongruent, was

significantly higher, the time in fact was doubled for this category.

I) EST COPY AVAILABLE 8
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Probable causes (site based)

An analysis of the site in relation to the problem evidence

suggests several probable causes. The lack of integration of

visual/spatial intelligence into other core subjects is evident in the

teacher survey (Appendix B) within the site. Results show that

teachers do not incorporate these visual/spatial elements overall on

a regular basis as revealed in Table 1. Results reflect the responses

of the twenty teachers surveyed and percentages of times that the

individual teachers used these particular visual cues in the planning

and execution of their lessons.

Table 1
Visual Elements Implementation Survey

Frequency Chart

Visualization Color Cues
Picture

Metaphor
Idea

Sketching
Graphic
Symbols

0% 3 5 7 5 6

25% 2 9 7 7 5

50% 7 6 6 2 4

75% 7 0 0 5 4

100% 1 0 0 1 1
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Table 1 shows twenty-six incidence where teacher used these

visual elements zero percent of the time, thirty incidence at only

twenty-five percent of the time, twenty-five incidence fifty

percent of the time, sixteen incidence seventy-five percent of the

time, and only three incidence one-hundred percent of the time that

a lesson is implemented in the classroom.

The transfer of visual/spatial intelligence to life can be

obtained by discussing the intelligence, tools used, finding

applications beyond the lesson to other curriculum areas, and finally

integrating it into the task of living in the world outside of the

classroom. The brain associates ideas and groups and links them in

short-term memory; it engages the pattern-building process in long-

term memory and uses primarily visual imagery. You can improve

your visual/spatial capacities for knowing. As with each of the

intelligences, it involves a process of first awakening the

intelligence, amplifying and strengthening it, training it to work for

you in the process of learning and thinking, and finally transferring

it to daily life as a regularly used tool for knowing and

understanding your life and your world (Lazear,1991). The theory of

multiple intelligences requires the development of all kinds of

intelligence, and the arts education develops areas of intelligence in

addition to verbal and computational intelligence (Colwell,1995).
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A lack of integration of art into other core subjects is also

evident in the results of a second teacher survey (Appendix C) as

seen in Table 2.

Table 2

Teacher Survey-Integration of Art into Core Subjects

Percent of time lessons
are integrated with art

0% 3

25% 11

50% 6

0

100% 0

Twenty teachers participated in this survey and the results

show the percentage of time that the teachers integrated art into

their lessons.

An over teaching of the logical and verbal intelligences as a

school system can be seen by reviewing the time allotted for each

subject as compared to the arts as shown in chapter one.

21
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Memorization over higher order thinking skills hinders

visual/spatial intelligence. Figure 3 shows the time allotted for

each subject area where most incorporate memorization skills as

compared to the arts which incorporate visual/spatial intelligence,

thus promoting higher order thinking skills..

Figure 3

Pie Chart-Subject time frame
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The graph shows a balance of time for all subject areas with

the exception of art, which is only allotted one fourth of the time

devoted to other subjects.
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Probable Causes (literature based)

The cave drawings of prehistoric man are evidence that spatial

learning has long been important to human beings. Unfortunately, in

today's schools the idea of presenting information to students

through visual as well as auditory modes sometimes translates into

simply writing on the board, a practice that is linguistic in nature.

Spatial intelligence responds to pictures, either the images in ones

mind or the images in the external world (Armstrong, 1994).

The image is also a way of knowing about the world that is

older and more global than language and verbal symbolism

(Lazear,1991).

Given this information, we could elude to the assumption that

when given only auditory information, those students who learn best

using visual/spatial intelligence would suffer the consequences.

Schooling develops reasoning powers and implicitly if not

explicitly, treats the imagination as unimportant. Thought is

naturally done employing images. In fact its capacity to form

images or to visualize is one of its most basic mental processes.

Visualization is the way we think. The human brain programs and

self programs through its images (Lazear,1991).

The general educational curriculum, as we know it, tends to be

fragmented and compartmentalized, and, until now, attempts to

23
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develop significant linkages from one subject area to another have

been rare. Therefore, schooling can be seen, at some levels, more as

a series of discrete learning experiences than as a synthesis of

related learnings from a wide variety of academic disciplines

(Dunn, 1995).

Teachers must teach for and with visual/spatial intelligence

by using the tools of this intelligence and apply them to help learn

the content, acquire the specific knowledge, and achieve the lesson's

goals and/or objectives (Lazear, 1991).

The Stroop effect is one explanation of the difficulty in

ignoring or suppressing the reading response in that reading is such

an overlearned, compulsive, involuntary evoked skill that individuals

can not avoid reading the words despite the task instructions

(Schiffman, 1990). It is not surprising that children soon give up

being imaginative. As this process continues, the growing person

finds it more and more difficult to form mental images, simply

because this particular faculty goes unused (Lazear, 1991).

As most perceptual discriminations require comparisons

across time and space, and it is obvious that storage of form and

spatial relationships is as essential in human memory as content

and meaning. Which is why there is a failure to effectively teach

when both are not considered (Heathcote, 1994).

24
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A summary of probable cause for the problem gathered by the

researchers' data and the literature includes the following:

1. Student scores on chapter test given to them in social

studies classes show lower scores fors students not concurrently

studying the same subject in other classes.

2. Students timed scores on the Stroop Effect Test show the

effects of an over learning of verbal/linguistic tasks as compared to

visual/spatial tasks.

3. Time devoted to classes that are devoted to visual/spatial

intelligence is markedly lower than time devoted to classes where

other intelligences are employed.

4. Teacher surveys show a lack of integration of visual/spatial

intelligence into other Core subject areas.

5. Students given only auditory information leave students who

learn best in the visual/spatial intelligence at a disadvantage and

they will suffer as shown in test results of such.

6. Linkages of one subject area to another have been rare and a

synthesis of related learnings from many disciplines are needed.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SOLUTION STRATEGY

Review of the Literature

The Stroop Effect will be given to students for the purpose of

showing the effect of increased effort when visual and verbal cues

do not coincide (Appendix A). Difficulty in ignoring or suppressing

the reading response shows an overlearned response to reading and

an inability to synthesis instructions and information through

visual/spatial intelligence when presented with this conflict. This

plan reflects the research in that it shows an overlearned response

to reading when given instructions to interpret in visual/spatial

intelligence thus showing a need to incorporate more visual/spatial

intelligence into the curriculum by integrating visual/spatial

elements into other Core subjects .

The arts can be taught in an interdisciplinary manner as part

of the broader curriculum and can make immense contributions to

the teaching of other disciplines. For example, no one can fully

understand the Baroque period for example, without being familiar
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with the arts [of that period]... (Bresler, 1995).

This philosophy will be taken into consideration in this

intervention in that a prior knowledge of American Indians in a

social studies class will be incorporated into the art class and then

elaborated on by adding knowledge using the visual/spatial

intelligence as its method.

One solution to this problem is a team approach involving arts

teachers, classroom teachers, and subject area teachers who

participate together in inservice training and then implement the

program during the school year. A major theoretical strategy

involves the importance of teaching students how to make

connections and to transfer and apply learning. Students may learn

isolated facts about topics, but they are not taught how these facts

are fit together in an understanding of the world, nor are they taught

how to transfer information from one compartment or topic to the

next. When students are faced with a variety of subject matter or

phenomena in a given period of time, well-planned educational

experiences are needed to help them develop relations among various

elements of experiences (Roucher&Lavano-Kerr, 1995).

One way that a solution to this statement will be addressed is

that the same topic will be introduced and taught in two content

areas at the same time thus allowing transfer from one subject to

2 7
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the next to occur and a feeling of connectedness between subject

areas to occur for the students.

The brain works by engaging the attention of the decision-

maker through prioritizing the level of importance it attaches to

ideas and groups and links them in short-term memory; it engages

the pattern building process in long-term memory and uses

preliminary visual imagery. The image is also a way of knowing

about the world that is older and more global than language and

verbal symbolism (Lazear, 1991).

Language is not the only form of symbolization that figures

into learning and thought. One obvious additional form of

symbolization is found in the field of mathematics. Mathematical

symbols are fundamental tools of thought in scientific fields such

as physics. Another less obvious, but possibly even more

fundamental, form of symbolism is imagery, which is the stock and

trade of the arts. The case for the importance of imagery and the

arts in general in learning and thought can be made with common

sense examples from everyday life, with references to the scholarly

literature, and with concrete images of teachers using the arts to

promote learning in their classrooms (Donmoyer, 1995). To test this

idea, surveys and interviews with teachers were conducted to show

an interest in using visual images in classrooms (Appendix B&C)

23
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after increasing awareness by providing more information on such. .

When our culture reaches out suddenly beyond its old bounds

and makes contacts with other cultures we become interested in

new possibilities of feeling. It takes a while, but there comes a

point when the beauty of an exotic art becomes apparent to us; then

we have grasped the humanity of another culture, not only

theoretically but imaginatively. Thus the arts can make us privy to

aspects of other places and times in a way that non-literary

language can only grossly approximate. In addition, because

symbolism in the arts is primarily presentational rather than

representational, the arts can help us overcome the sort of

ethnocentric bias that is inevitably built into language

(Donmoyer,1995)

Broudy,1972 regarded the development of imagination as

central to the purpose of education. According to him, the schools

have given their primary attention to the intellectual operations of

the mind, especially those acquiring facts and of problem solving by

hypothetical-deductive thinking. The raw materials for thinking of

all sorts are, however, furnished by the imagination. One of the

schools' goals is to develop the individual's intellectual and

evaluative powers through the use of the cultural heritage conserved

through critical traditions, and part of those traditions is the

29
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cultivated imagination. The aesthetic image epitomizes that

cultivated imagination. Hence, he regards aesthetic education as

training imaginative perception. His vision of the integration of the

arts into the curriculum differs from current practice. Instead of

the performance approach and the traditional course in art

appreciation. Broudy advocates a more global function of aesthetic

education, one ought to concentrate on helping the pupil to perceive

not only works of art, but also the environment, nature, clothing,

etc., in the way that artists in the respective media tend to perceive

them. Eisner,1995 calls for the education of the senses and for the

de-dichotomization of the cognitive and the affective. The arts

provide an excellent example of the interdependence and inter

relatedness of cognition and affect. Different forms of

representation (e.g., visual, kinesthetic, auditory) develop our ability

to interact with and comprehend the world around us and draw

multiple meanings out of it. If we expand these forms beyond the

verbal and the numerical, our perception of the world is enriched

immensely. The Arts can be taught in an interdisciplinary manner as

part of the broader curriculum and can make immense contributions

to the teaching of other disciplines. The "how" of integration

involves close collaboration in both of these visions between arts

specialists and the teachers of academic subjects. Most writings on

30
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integration consist of success stories, mostly by teachers who

report about their practice. There are also reports of research that

measure the effect of integration on the learning of academic

subjects (Bresler, 1995).

Imaginative perception will be tested when students are made

to produce a product that contains both factual information and their

interpretation of how to apply that knowledge to both an art project

and a creative writing assignment (Appendix D&E).

For a piece of art to make sense to the observer as well as to

the artist, students should be able to clearly express the meaning

behind their creations (Ernst,1995). Sometimes teachers need to

overcome the limitations imposed by their own interests, abilities,

or preparation and expand the opportunities that they are offering

children (La Farge,1994).

Based on the literature, the intervention selected will include

testing materials that can measure the effects of; scores both with

and without this intervention, integration by students of multiple

intelligences, connections and transfer from one subject to the next,

and an increased awareness and implementation by classroom

teachers of visual/spatial elements.
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Project Objectives

As a result of a program employing visual/spatial components

and assessments implemented during the period of September of

1996 to January of 1997, the fifth grade students and faculty will

have an increased awareness of the importance of including visual/

spatial elements in the teaching of verbal/linguistic tasks and will

be measured through teacher constructed tests, published tests, and

teacher surveys.

In order to accomplish the project objective and effect the

desired change, the following processes are necessary:

1. Both research and control groups will study a unit on

American Indians (Bacon,1993), receiving instruction and written

information from their Core Social Studies teacher (Appendix F).

2. The Stroop Effect will be tested (Appendix A).

3. Research group will study a unit on American Indians,

receiving instruction and visually aided materials (Appendix G)

from their Art teacher (researcher).

4. Teacher survey for self awareness in teaching methods

pertaining to the inclusion or exclusion of visual/spatial elements

in their presentation of subject matter will be given (Appendix B).

5. A synopsis containing the importance of including

visual/spatial elements in Core subjects and the effects on memory
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by using such will be constructed and given to Core teachers along

with the teacher survey results (Appendix H).

This action plan describes a program for increasing awareness,

as well as developing and implementation of visual elements into

Core subjects. The cognitive development of the targeted students

as it pertains to memory and recall may be positively affected.

Students' tests and surveys of teachers documented and described

the extent of visual/spatial deficits.

Action Plan

Process Statement One:

Visually aided test materials will be developed. In order for

the students to better understand that they can recall and retain

information at a greater rate when visual aids are used, they will be

tested along with students who had no added visual aids to show the

greater recall of students that had both visual/spatial and

verbal/linguistic cues. Scores will be recorded and shared with the

students; an explanation will be given to the students as to why they

scored higher on the latter.

Testing will be administered during the first quarter of the

school year, occurring during the students regularly scheduled art

and social studies classes.

This plan represents the research in that it will be established
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in the students' minds the possibilities of the use of visual/spatial

elements to positively effect recall. A report of these scores will

be included in a final synopsis for core teacher use.

Process Statement Two:

The Stroop Effect will be given to the students for the purpose

of showing the effect of increased effort when visual and verbal

cues do not coincide. In showing the difficulty in ignoring or

suppressing the reading response shows an overlearned response to

reading and an inability to synthesis instructions and information

through visual/spatial intelligence when students are presented

with this conflict.

This plan reflects on the research in that it reflects an over

teaching of verbal/linguistic intelligence thus creating a

suppression of the visual/spatial intelligence.

Process Statement Three:

Learning activities that encourage visual/spatial skills such

as visualization, color cues, picture metaphors, idea sketching and

graphic symbols will be presented to the students (Appendix I).

Visual/spatial activities will also be linked directly to a current

social studies unit they are studying. Students will be encouraged to
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employ these visual/spatial elements into the study of their current

course of study.

This represents the research by showing an increase of test

scores and recall by those students who employ both verbal/

linguistic and visual/spatial skills in learning of new information.

Process Statement Four:

A teacher survey will be given to the teachers of the students

in the targeted fifth grade group to be filled out and returned. The

survey will ask which and to what degree visual/spatial elements

are currently in use in the presentation of their classes. The survey

will be given during the first quarter of the school year. The survey

will be scored and the results put in a final synopsis and given to

the teachers to review along with student test score results of both

research and control groups. The survey will be repeated during the

second quarter of the school year to record any rise in the use of

visual/spatial elements in the presentation of the teachers' lessons

as a result of the information showing findings of this research.

Process Statement Five:

A synopsis containing the importance of including

visual/spatial elements in core subjects and the effects on memory
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will be given during the second quarter of the school year to the

teachers involved in the original survey. This synopsis will also

contain all of the results of the students tests and student findings

in relation to the future use of visual/spatial components and the

effects on recall.

This is related to the research in that it will heighten the

awareness and increase the knowledge of teachers of the positive

effects on recall elicited from the implementation of visual/spatial

elements into a Core subject.

Methods of Assessment

Assessment of the targeted fifth grade students' progress in

this report is focused primarily on an increase of percentage points

in test results in the research group over the control group. The

pretest and posttest in relation to the Stroop Effect, are being

assessed on a time basis. Surveys of Core teachers are assessed

numerically, through teacher observation, and personal interviews.

A time line of assessment events are illustrated in Figure 4.



Figure 4
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A flow chart depicting the projected course and outcome of the

intervention is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5
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CHAPTER 4

PROJECT RESULTS

Historical Description of the Intervention

The objective of this project was to see if a change could be

affected in test scores in a Core subject when visual/spatial

intelligence was employed by simultaneously teaching a unit in an

art class and a social studies class. A copy of the abstract for this

project was given to the principal of the targeted school for review

and approval (Appendix J).

The implementation of a unit on American Indians was

approached through a visual arts perspective in an art class to a

research group of fifth graders when they were studying, along with

a control group, the same topic through the perspective of a social

studies class.

Three weeks were spent on this unit. Instruction employed the

use of visually aided materials to coincide with the area of study

such as videos, art prints, symbols, mind maps, and hands on

projects (Appendix K). Both research and control groups were then
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tested in a subject matter test (Appendix L) to compare the results

of the group that had received this intervention over the group who

had not. Parent permission was obtained by the means of a teacher

written letter for the participation in the community field

experiences (Appendix M).

Students also created their own visual aids through the use of

mind maps (Appendix N) and apply visual cues on such. Students

demonstrated an ability to integrate subjects when asked to write a

story about their project using both facts obtained through

literature and the use of their imagination to distort these facts

(Appendix E).

Students participated in a reenactment of the Stroop Effect

Test both before and after practicing it to show an overlearned

response to the verbal/linguistic intelligence and to show an ability

to improve the visual/spatial intelligence through practice

(Appendix A).

Core subject teachers also participated in this intervention

through the use of surveys asking for the percentages they employed

visual elements into their lessons both before a synopsis of the

results of this intervention was given to them to read and after they

had read it (Appendix B&C). Teacher permission was obtained by

means of a teacher written letter for participation (Appendix 0).
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Presentation and Analysis of Results

In order to assess the effects of this intervention, the same

test was given to both the research and the control groups. The data

showing the results of the testing are shown in Figure 6 and 7.

Figure 6
Test Scores of Research Group
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Figure 7
Results of Control Group
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The intervention seems to have had a positive effect on the

test results of the research group. An increase of 2.25% in the mean

score and 2.88% in the median test score was shown in the research

group over the control group.
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To test the statement that visual/spatial intelligence can be

increased, Figure 8 shows the results of the Stroop Effect before

students had a chance to practice and Figure 9 showing the results

of the Stroop Effect after students had practiced it.

Figure 8

Stroop Effect before practice
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Figure 9

Stroop Effect after practice
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This intervention also had a positive effect in that when

students were given time to practice this visual exercise, their test

scores improved on the visual/spatial element of this test showing

that exposure to and practice of the visual/spatial intelligence can

increase a student's abilities in this intelligence.
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A learning activity that was created to encourage

visual/spatial skills and integrate them into academics was done

through mind mapping as shown in Figure 10. Literature shows that

mind mapping once used is seldom needed again. The very act of

constructing a map itself is so effective in fixing ideas in memory

that very often a whole map can be recalled without going back to it

at all.

Figure 10

Mind Mapping Outline

This intervention appears to have been successful because the

students were able to display the ability to link an academic subject

with a visual/spatial element. Students also displayed excellent
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recall in class when verbally quizzed on the subject matter covered

on the mind map.

In order to assess the results of a teacher survey for self

awareness in teaching methods pertaining to the inclusion or

exclusion of visual/spatial elements in their presentation of subject

matter, a survey was given to them before this intervention and the

same survey was given to them again after a synopsis of the

importance of including visual/spatial elements into core subjects

was given to them to review. This data is compared in Table 3 and

Table 4.

Table 3

Teacher Survey before Synopsis

Frequency Chart

Visualization Color Cues
Pictur

e
Metaphor

Idea
Sketching

Graphic
Symbols

0% 3 5 7 5 6

25% 2 9 7 7 5

50% 7 6 6 2 4

75% 7 0 0 5 4

100% 1 0 0 1 1



Table 4

Teacher Survey after Synopsis

Frequency Chart

41

Visualization Color Cues
Picture

Metaphor
Idea

Sketching
Graphic
Symbols

0% 0 0 0 0 0

25% 1 0 0 4 0

50% 3 5 4 3 3

75% 8 7 7 7 7

100% 8 8 9 9 10
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This intervention seemed to have a positive effect on the use

of visual/spatial elements into core subjects after teachers

awareness was heightened through the reading of the synopsis.

Table 4 shows a substantial increase over Table 3 in the amount of

implemented visual/spatial elements by teachers.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the presentation and analysis of the data on the

integration of art into a social studies unit, the students showed a

marked improvement in test scores. The results and data on the

implementation of the Stroop Effect showed a marked improvement

in scores when the information was studied by these students.

Based on the presentation and analysis of the use of visually aided

material in teacher's lessons, an increased awareness and

willingness to implement visually aided materials into future

lessons was shown in the surveys of teachers both before and after

this intervention. The visual skills learned by students appear to

have been transferred to their social studies lesson in that academic

scores in such were improved.

Other areas of note are the transfer of information by the

students into other core subjects. Students were also able to create

a story about their art project that tied in both their art experiences
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and their social studies experience. With the project as the

motivator for the students, it allows them to become an involved

and active part of their learning instead of the passive observer of a

blur of information. As a form of assessment, ideas are expressed

that students have encountered which increases their perception and

manipulative abilities. Combining various approaches to a given

subject allows for the various learning styles of students to be

addressed. Projects provide an opportunity for students to draw on

their senses instead of just their left brain. It is the culmination of

subjects which allows the students a greater advantage when

approaching new subject matter. Assessment then becomes a

process and not merely an ends. Integration of subjects and an

ongoing assessment causes projects to become personalized and

relevant to a students life. In the area of art for example, a vast

wealth of information and project ideas can come from other Core

subjects. Finding the subjects that the students are studying in a

given course and drawing on them for project ideas is an approach

the students are very receptive to because it allows for prior

knowledge of the student to be drawn from. Hence making students

more receptive to further information on the subject. It appears to

be more effective to have the students be a part of their own

learning experience than merely a spectator. Another area of benefit
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is in the area of assessment because under these circumstances,

they can be as varied as there are students and students are actually

passing through assessment on their own merit thus being an active

participant in assessing their own work. Every part of the project

becomes a process in which students build on their knowledge. The

final product becomes less significant than the transgressions of

the student progressing to that point. Integration is an integral part

of classes in that creativity can not draw upon a blank state.

Based on the findings of this project, the researcher has

several recommendations. First, using an integrated approach to

subject matter provides a means for identifying and for building on

content for the student and thus provides an environment that is

more conductive to learning. This enables students to excel and

should be an active part of a teachers' planning for future lessons.

Second, students can improve in a given intelligence given exposure

to such and should have this opportunity so that they may have a

chance to draw upon creative abilities thus allowing them to reach

their full potential. Third, teachers need to be made aware of the

advantages of incorporating multiple intelligence into their lessons

both by training in their college courses and continued inservice

training on the job. A heightened awareness of such showed an

increase in teacher willingness to both learn about and incorporate
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multiple intelligences into their classrooms. Finally, teachers

should continue to research and to explore various combinations of

intelligences and subject matter to give all students an equal

opportunity to learn.

In conclusion, the researcher believes the ability of teachers

to reach students and to allow them to learn skills lies with the

ability of the teacher to continually search for more and better ways

to allow students to become fully functional adults in an ever

changing society.
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Appendix A

The Stroop Effect Test (words)
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Appendix A cont.
The Stroop Effect Test (colors)
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Appendix A cont.

The Stroop Effect Test(non matching)
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Appendix B

TEACHER SURVEY FOR VISUAL SPATIAL

INTELLIGENCE

Please estimate the frequency with which you

use the following visual tools in your instruction:

Visualization

_0%9_25%9_50%, ___75%,_100%
Color Cues

_0%9_25%9_50%9_75%9_100%
Picture Metaphors

_0%9_25%9_50%9_75%9_100%
Idea Sketching

_0%9_25%9_50%9_75%9_100%
Graphic Symbols

_0%9_25%9_50%9_75%9_100%



Appendix C

TERCHER SURVEY

1. Has your educational background provided you with the

knowledge to adequately incorporate the visual arts into your

lessons?

yes somewhat no

2. Has your educational background provided you with

knowledge about the importance of teaching utilizing multiple

intelligences?

yes somewhat no

53

3. When teaching a new unit, do you incorporate the visual arts

into your lesson plan?

yes somewhat no

4. Please prioritize the following subjects, 1-8, as you regard

their importance in a students education.

Math Social Studies

Science art

Language arts Physical Education

Music Reading

GO
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Student Projects
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Appendix E
Student Example

Writing Assignment

Our father is the sun.He gives us heat to live.If
father didn't give us heat, we wouldn't be able to live.
Father sun gave us life with everything we needed.

Our mother is the sky..She gives us stories to tell
our children. Mother sky is the eyes'who looks after the
children. Mother sky is the memory who sees the past and
past beyond.

Our brother is the whale.He gfves us food to
eat.Brother whale is the person who pertects our
childern.The person who also pertects us and keeps us safe.

THE END

Father Sun tall and big.
He makes the heat for us to live.

Mother Sky smart and bright.
She makes everything all right.

Brother Whale fast and tough.
He takes care of all of us.
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Appendix E cont.

FAMILY TRIBE

THIS STORY IS ABOUT MY DAD,MOM,DOG,GRANDMA,GREATGRANDMA,MY
BROTHER,AND ME.ONE DAY MY DAD WENT FISHING AND CAUGHT A TEN
FOOT FISH.THEN BROUGHT THE FISH HOME.BUT WHAT HE DIDN'T KNOW
WAS THAT THE FISH WAS POISONOUS.HE COOKED IT.HE ATE THE FIRST
BITE AND STARTED COUGHING AND STARTED GETTING PURPLE AND LOOKED
PALE.LUCKILY WE HAVE A SHOMEN MY GREAT GRANDMA.SHE DID SOME
KIND OF DANCE AROUND MY DAD AND SOME KIND OF PRAYER.AND THEN
SOMETHING AMAZING HAPPENED.MY DAD WOKE UP AND SAID "I FEEL BETTER
THAN EVER AND I DON'T FEEL SICK ANYMORE".THANKS TO GREAT GRANDMA
DAD DIDN'T DIE.WEARE ALL THANKFUL.

MY MOM WAS A GREAT TRIBAL WOMAN. ONE DAY SHE WAS SCRAPING
BUFFALO SKIN WHILE DAD WAS HUNTING FOR BUFFALO. OUT OF NO WHERE
SHE SAW DAD RUNNING FROM A HUGE CLOUD OF DUST. NEXT THING SHE
KNEW SHE WAS BEING ATTACKED BY THE HERD. AS MOM LAY THERE HALF
DEAD,THE SHOMON PICKED HER UP AND BROUGHT HER TO THE LONG HOUSE
WHERE SHE DANCED AROUND MOM AND SAID PRAYERS TO HEAL MOTHER.
SUDDENLY SHE WOKE UP AND GAVE MANY THANKS TO THE SHOMOM GREAT
GRANDMA.

DUSTIN KNOWN AS EAGLE TOE WAS SITTING IN HIS LITTLE GRASS
HUT NEAR THE STREAM CARVING A NEW PEACE PIPE. ALL OF A SUDDEN
HE HEARD AN ENORMOUS SPLASH, HE SUDDENLY SPRUNG TO HIS FEET
AND RAN OUT TO THE STREAM AND THERE HE FOUND A GIANT BEAVER
THAT WAS STARING STRAIGHT AT HIM. HE RAN TO HIS HUT TO GRAB
HIS SPEAR BECAUSE HE KNEW THE VILLAGE NEEDED FOOD DESPERATLY.HE
THREW HIS SPEAR WITH ALL HIS MIGHT AND MISSED SO HE JUMPED ON
THE BEAVER AND WRESTLED IT UNDER THE WATER UNTIL IT WAS DEAD.
IT TOOK THREE TRIBESMAN TO DRAG IT OUT OF THE STREAM AS THEY
ALL CHEERED FOR EAGLE TOE FOR GETTING FOOD THAT WOULD LAST THEM
FOR THREE WEEKS.

JENNIFER THE SMALLEST ONE IN THE TRIBE, WAS ALLWAYS HELPING
PICK UP BUFFALO CHIPS AND HELPING MOTHER WITH OTHER JOBS. ONE
DAY JENNIFER, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS LITTLE BEAR, TOOK OFF WALKING
FROM THE VILLAGE. WHILE WONDERING FROM THE VILLAGE SHE CAME
UPON A LARGE PIT OF SNAKES. SHE LOST HER FOOTING AND FELL INTO
THE PIT. LUCKILY A TRIBESMAN WHO HAD BEEN OUT LOOKING FOR HER
CAME UPON THE PIT. AS HE LOOKED DOWN IN THE PIT HE COULD SEE
NO MOVEMENT FROM LITTLE BEAR, ONLY THE SNAKES SLITHERING OVER
HER BODY. HE TOOK HIS GRASS ROPE AND FIT IT AROUND HER BODY
AND PULLED LITTLE BEAR OUT. HE RAN HER TO THE VILLAGE WHERE
THE SHOMON WAS CALLED UPON. THE SHOMON PERFORMED A DIPPING
CEREMONY TO TAKE THE EVIL SPIRITS THAT THE SNAKES HAD PUT INTO
LITTLE BEARS BODY. ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT THE CEREMONY WENT ON,
AT DAYBREAK LITTLE BEAR FINALLY CAME TO AND THE VILLAGE PEOPLE
ALL CHEERED. LITTLE BEAR NEVER LEFT THE VILLAGE ALONE AFTER
THAT!

SHOMON, THE WISEST AND MOST MAGICAL PERSON IN THE VILLAGE
WAS, OFF MEDITATING ONE AFTERNOON. AS SHE SAT IN HER SACRED PLACE,
A LARGE THUMPING SOUND CAME FROM BEHIND HER. WHEN SHOMON TURNED
LROUND A HAIRY MAMMOTH WAS LOOKING STRAIGHT INTO HER EYES. THE
SH:MON COULD NOT THINK OF ANYTHING TO DO BUT SCREAM AS LOUD
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Appendix E cont.

AS SHE COULD. WITH SUCH A LOUD SCREAM CAME MOOKIE TO HER RESCUE.

HE LEAPED UP ON THE MAMOUTH WITH ALL HIS MIGHT. HE BIT SO HARD

AT THE MAMMOTHS NECK IT SENT THE MAMMOTH FLINGING MOOKIE INTO

THE AIR. ONCE AGAIN MOOKIE GOT UP AND BIT AT THE MAMMOTHS

GIGANTIC FEET.TERRIBLE SCREAMS COULD BE HEARD EVEN FROM THE

VILLAGE. MOOKIE NEVER STO 'PPED FIGHTING AGAINST THE MAMMOTH CNTILL

HE KNEW THAT THE SHOMON WAS SAFE ON HER WAY BACK TO THE VILLAGE.

WITH MOOKIE'S LAST BITE TO THE MAMMOTHS JUGULAR, IT SENT THE '

GIANT BEAST TO THE GROUND. MOOKIE WENT BACK TO THE VILLAGE WHERE

ALL THE TRIBES PEOPLE WERE WAITING TO HOLD A SPIRITUAL DANCE.

THANKING MOOKIE FOR HIS BRAVENESS IN SAVING THE SHOMON.

GRANDMA WAS THE OWNER OF OUR LONGHOUSE AND THE TOOLS THAT

WERE IN OUR LONGHOUSE. HER JOB WAS TO SCRAPE AND STRETCH THE

BUFFALO SKIN WITH THE OTHER TRIBE WOMEN AND COOK ALL THE MEALS.

EVERYNIGHT AS WE SAT AROUND THE FIRE GRANDMA WOULD TELL

INTERESTING,SCARY,AND ADVENTUROUS STORIES.SHE ALSO TOUGHT US

EVERY THING WE KNOW, AND STILL TEACHES US. THATS WHY WE ALL

LOVE HER.

OUR WHOLE TRIBE IS VERY PROUD OF ALL THAT WE HAVE DONE

AND OF ALL OUR BRAVENESS. THE TRIBE IS ALSO VERY HAPPY WITH

MOOKIE AND THE SHOMON (great grandma) FOR ALL THAT THEY HAVE

DONE AND THEIR GOOD SPIRITS WITHIN THEM!

THE END
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MY STORY ABOUT MY TOTEM POLE

MY TOTEM POLE REPRESENTS MY FAMILY:

FIRST, THERE IS A VULTURE THAT REPRESENTS MY BROTHER BECAUSE

HE WILL KILL YOU BY ANNOYING YOU TO DEATH. HE DRIVES PEOPLE

CRAZYffilf ALSO, HE BITES YOUR HEAD OFF IF YOU SAY ONE WORD TO HIM.

SECOND, THERE IS A RABBIT. WHICH REPRESENTS MY MOM. SHE'S

SOFT, CUDDLY, AND GENTLE. MY MOM LOVES RABBITS AND SHE LOVES TO

HOLD THEM. SHE ESPECIALLY LIKES BABY. RABBITS.

THIRD, THERE IS A DOG. WHICH REPRESENTS MY SISTER. SHE LOVES

DOGS. SHE ESPECIALLY LOVES DALMATIANS.

FOURTH, THERE IS A WOODPECKER, WHICH REPRESENTS ME. I LOVE

BIRDS. ESPECIALLY WOODPECKERS: IF I SEE A WOODPECKER I TAKE AT

LEAST A DOZEN PICTURES OF IT. I HAVE WOODPECKER POSTERS ALL OVER

MY ROOM.

FIFTH, THERE IS A SILLY SMILEY FACE THAT REPRESENTS MY DAD.

BECAUSE, HE'S ALWAYS GOOFING OFF. LIKE FOR INSTANCE, HE TOOK MY

COUSIN AND TURNED HIM UPSIDE DOWN AND SHOOK HIM.

OK. NOW THAT YOU KNOW WHO IS WHO. I CAN BEGIN WITH MY STORY.

I COME FROM A CHEROKEE TRIBE. ONE DAY WE WERE WATCHING T.V. AND WE

SAW A COMMERCIAL ABOUT A T.V. SHOW CALLED "INDIAN TRIBES AROUND

THE NATION." THEY WANTED A CHEROKEE FAMILY TO COME AND TALK

ABOUT WHAT SOME OF THEIR CUSTOMS WAS. THEY SAID WHOEVER CALLED

FIRST GOT TO BE ON THE SHOW. THEY GAVE US THIS PHONE NUMBER TO

CALL1-800-23-TRIBE, SO WE DECIDED TO CALL. WE CALLED AND GOT

THROUGH. THEY SAID WE GOT TO BE ON THE SHOW. THEY GAVE US THIS

DATE AND TIME TO BE THERE 10/9/96 AT 9:00 A.M. THEY GAVE US THE

ADDRESS THIS IS WHAT IT WAS: 6090 SOUTH PRAIRIE DRIVE, MORRIS IL.

60450. TODAY IS: 10/7/96 AND IT'S 6:02 P.M.

10/8/96

WE GOT UP TODAY AND EVERYBODY WAS TALKING ABOUT WHAT THEY
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WERE GOING TO WEAR AND HOW THEY WERE GOING TO DO THEIR HAIR. THE
DAY WENT ON AND EVERYBODY SET THEIR ALARM CLOCK FOR 6:00 A.M.

10/9/96

TODAY IS THE BIG DAY!!! EVERYBODY IS RUSHING AROUND TRYING TO
GET READY TO GO !!!! IT'S 8:00 A.M. AND NOBODY IS READY YET!!! WE'RE ALL
RUSHING EVEN FASTER.. IT'S 8:40 A.M. WE HAVE 20 MINUTES TO GET
THERE!! WE'RE FINALLY READY. WE ALL PILE INTO THE CAR. SMILEY
STARTS THE CAR AND OFF TO THE SHOW. WE'RE SPEEDING DOWN THE
HIGHWAY AND IT'S ALMOST 9:00 A.M. RABBITS GETTING NERVOUS. WE
FINALLY GET THERE. WE RUN INSIDE AND JUST MAKE IT IN TIME. THE SHOW
STARTS. RABBIT SAYS A FEW THINGS. SMILEY STARTS IN, THEN DOG, THEN
ME, WOODPECKER, AND THEN VULTURE. THEN EVERYBODY TALKS A LITTLE
BIT MORE. THEN THE HOST, KYLE PETTY, STARTS. TO TAKE QUESTIONS. WE
TOOK A COUPLE OF QUESTIONS AND THEN THE SHOW WAS OVER. EVERYBODY
CALMED DOWN AFTER THE SHOW WAS OVER. WE GOT 100 FREE TICKETS TO
THE SHOW, FOR DOING THE SHOW. FINALLY AFTER WE TALKED MORE WITH
KYLE WE LEFT. THE DAY WAS ALMOST OVER. AFTERWARDS, WE WENT AND
CELEBRATED. THEN WE WENT HOME AND WENT TO BED. WE HAD A LONG
DAY!!

END

THE
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My totempole represents a Hawk. The bottom of my totempole
represents my dad, because it is the base of our family.

The next section represents my mom it unites the base with the upper part
of the totempole, which represents the kids in our family.

Above my mom is the totem that represents me, it looks like a cloud with
happiness in it.

The next section represents my guinea pig because it is furry.

The next part represents the Hawks wings.

The next part has three lines that represents my three dogs.

My next part is a Hawk that represents my bother, because he likes the
Black Hawks.

The last part represents my house, because everything is underneath it
and the feather are the chimney.

A long time ago Indians use to live in tepees and they were the only ones
who madetotempoles. But now many people can make totempole, with
wood, and Indians no longer use tepees.

By: Tiffany Watson

BEST COPY AMIABLE
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Social Studies Class Materials

Map of the Past (II)
Name

Below are some facts about different Native American groups. Use the map and
compass rose to figure out which group belongs in each blank.

I 4
.1 a,

Liktballt Ls

fromillil 110Ls'

1. The
to travel in winter.

lived in central Canada. They made sleds and snowshoes

2. The lived in the northern part of the Plains area. They were
famous for their bravery and fighting ability.

3. The lived on the shores of Lake Superior. They made dishes
and baskets from tree bark.

4. The lived in eastern Canada. They were experts in building
and handling canoes.

5. The lived on the southeast tip of North America, in Florida.
They helped slaves who escaped in the years before the U.S. Civil Wan

6. The lived near the Great Salt Lake. They went on long trips
to collect different types of plants in season.

7. The lived in the middle of the Eastern Woodlands area.
Many of them had large farms and plantations.

8. The lived along the northwest coast of North America. They
carved tall totem poles with symbols showing their family history.

9. The lived in the central Plains area. They considered corn to
be a holy gift.

10. The lived in the Southwest area, in the northern part near
the California-Intermountain border. They raised sheep.

11. The lived in the Eastern Woodlands area, in the southeast
part near the Plains border. They worshipped the sun.

12. The lived in the Southwest area, in the central eastern part.
They made clothing from animal hides and lived in huts and tipis.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Map of the Past (I)
Name

Long before Europeans came to North America, there were more than 200 Native
American tribes living hers lbday there are still many American Indians, but theyno longer all live in their original home areas.

On the map below, you can see where some Native Americans lived.

NWa fiioNIE

0.E

SW w
4

SE
Tlingit

NORTHWEST
COAST

CALIFORNIA-
INTERMOUNTAIN

SOUTHWEST

Seminole

. .v.

leo1.
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Tile Kiva
As you read this story, circle the correct

word in each numbered box at the bottom of the
page.

A kiva is like a Desert Indian church
building. The kiva was either round or ree.

tangular in 1 Huge kivas were used
... by everyone in the village. Smaller kivas were

used by families. Some kivas were built above

the 2 and had roofs made of mud and
logs. Other kivas were large underground
MUM

AccoKding to Indian tradition, young boys were 3 to the kiva by their fathers
and grandfathers. They were taught the songs, dances, and ceremonies of their people.

Rain was very 4 for the survival of the Desert Indians and was part of many

events. Often kachina dancers performed ceremonies inside the 8 to keep rain
falling and their crops growing.

One ceremony; called "Powame was 8 at the end of winter in February. The

men planted sprout trays 7 bean and corn seeds. The seeds were kept moist and

warm by the 8_ that burned all night inside the kiva. When the new seedlings

sprouted, they were taken outside for all of the village people to 9. If the
seedlings were healthy, it meant that the summer crops of beans and corn would be good.

The men spent a lot of time in the kiva. It was like a clubhouse for them. They used the

kiva as a workshop, for ceremonies, and meetings. Women were 10
into the kivas except on special occasions.

allowed to go

1.
size
circle
shape

2.
ground
houses
mountains

3.
hidden
left
brought

4.
unusual
important
useless

5.
kivas
pueblos
hogans

6.

Played
performed
taught

7.

with
of
because

8.
walla
dancers
fires

9.
see
catch
sprout

10.
maybe
sometimes
not

0
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Kachinas
As you read this story, circle the correct word in each

numbered box at the bottom of the page.

The Desert Indians of the Southwest believed in friendly

spirits called kachinas. Kachina spirits 1- the
mountains. They were not gods. They were kind and loving
spirits that were go-betweens for the people and nature. The

kachinas helped the people live a good life and
to , the beauty and power of nature.re..e

.htha dolls and dancers were symbols of the kachina

%inmate. There were over 250 3.0? kachinaina

Desert Indian people 4 that the kachinas looked
after the weather and the harvest.

Kachina dolls were carved from cottonwood roots by the

men of the tribe. They were painted and 5 with bits

of shells, feathers and turquoise stones. Kachina dolls were given as 6 to children
to teach them about the power, love and spirits of the kaclunas.

Each year kachina dancers performed rain ceremonies to .7 the spirits that
rain was needed for their crops. Kachina dancerswere men who were trained to 8
costumes and masks of the kachinas. A man did not become a kachina spirit,. but thespirit

was with him during the ceremonies. At the 9 of the rain ceremonies, the kachina
dancers would often visit the homes of the children. They would ask the children if they

had been 10 and give them gifts of food.

a.
1.

lived
watching
hoped

2.
travel
OW
learn

3.
kinds
dolls
spirits

4.
wanted
believed
caught

5.
decorated
burned
planted

8.
food
warning
gifts

7.
remind
know
carry

8.
dancing
wear
dress

9.
middle
done
end

10.

good
happy
kachine
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Same

Woodfand Canoes
As you read this story, circle the cor-

rect word in each numbered box at the
bottom of the page..

The Woodland Indians used dugout

canoes and birch 1 for
fishing and transportation. Dugout canoes
were made by hollowing but large trees.

These heavy canoes co
10 to 15 men. Smaller lightweight canoes were made out of birch bark

2 from

To learn about how birch bark canoes were made, we need to 3. more aboutbirch trees. The birch tree used for making birch bark canoes is called the "Paper Birch' or
"White Birch." Sometimes it is also called 'Canoe Birch."The Paper Birch 4. to befrom 60 to 80 feet tall. The bark from these trees grows in horizontal sheet-like layers. A
5 birch tree may have as many as nine layers of bark.

In the springtime when the birch trees are moist and pliable, they are 6.

down. The bark is careftilly peeled off 7. large sheets. The outside layers of bark
are thick and white. 'Thinner brownish colored layers are 8 . After the bark ispeeled, it is shaped, dark side out, over a hardwood canoe frame, it is sewn together
9. - spruce tree roots. Then it is allowed to dry and is sealed with pine tree gum to
10. it water water tight.

Fipbst:nt:i

2.
weight
hold
lift

7.

with
in
beside

3.
Listen
see
know

8.
inside
under
near

4.
grows
planted
falls

9.

because
into
with

5.
small
strong
large

10.

carry
make
float
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Canoes
As you read this story, cir-

cle the correct word in each
numbered box at the bottom of
the page.

The Coastal Indians were
sometimes called "canoe In-
dians." Canoes were used as

1 for fishing, trading, visiting, and going to war. Shovel nose.dknoes were small
and made to be used for traveling and fishing in rivers. Large, 50 foot-long sharp nose

2 were used for whale hunting. They could carry 20 to 30 people and cut easily

through 3 ocean waters.
Canoes were made from half of a cedar log. The log was roughly shaped by splitting off

slabs of wood. The inside was hollowed out by 4. burning and scraping away the

charred wood. Then, the hollowed-out center was 5 with water. Hot rocks were

dumped 8 the canoe to warm and soften the wood. Wooden crosspieces were put

in the center of the canoe to 7 the sides and make the canoe wide in the middle
and narrow at the ends.

After the canoe was stretched and shaped, the water was then dumped 8

The canoe was allowed to dry. When it was dry, it was sanded to make it 9 The
rough dried skin of shark or dogfish was used for sandpaper. When the sanding was

10 the Coastal Indians rubbed the canoe inside and out with whale oil to give it a
waterproof seal and preserve it. Canoes were kept covered with mats when they were not
being used. The Indians knew that if they damaged their canoes, it would take a long time
and a lot of hard work to make a new one.

AC

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
housing =ON smooth slowly chilled
transports- longliouses light chopping carried
Lion
traveling

trees rough quickly filled

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
,' out dose out bumpy started

into stretch underneath clean finished
over break into smooth work
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Name Food Source

Hunting the Buffalo
Buffalo meat was a major food source for

many Plains Indians. Before these Indians had
horses, they had to hunt on foot for buffalo. civ.1
Because buffalo have poor eyesight, Indians could -4
get very close to them before being discovered. Then men could use spears or arrows
to kill the animals. Sometimes Indians forced the buffalo over cliffs. When the animals
landed below, the Indians killed any of the animals that were still alive.

Once a buffalo was killed, it was cut up right away. The most prized parts of the
buffalo, such as the tongue, were cooked and eaten as the butchering took place. Then
parts of the buffalo were loaded onto a dog travois and taken back to camp. A travois

was a type of sled made out of two poles attached to a dog's shoulders. When the
buffalo reached the Indian camp, the women tanned the hides and made pemmican, a
mixture of berries, animal fat, and dried meat similar to our beef jerky.

There were two major buffalo hunts each year. The biggest hunt of the year took
place in the fall. At that time the buffalo had put on weight for the cold winter ahead and
they were the fattest they would be all year. Their coats were heavy with wool to protect
them against the cold. Indians used the wool and skins and preserved the meat for food
throughout the cold winter months. In the spring another hunt took place. This hunt was
only for meat and skins. By spring, buffalo had shed their winter coats for the warmer
weather.

Great ceremonies were held before buffalo hunts. The Indian men painted
themselves and danced in the center of the Indian village. In some tribes, men wore
huge hats with buffalo horns as they danced. They asked the spirit of the buffalo to help
them have a good hunt.

1. What is a travois?

2. How were buffalo killed before Indians had horses?

3. When were the major buffalo hunts held? Why?

4. Why did Indians have special ceremonies before buffalo hunts?

BEST COPY MUM
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Name Meeting Basic Needs

How the Buffalo Was Used
Plains Indians had over two hundred uses for buffalo. They used almost every

part of the animal. Rawhide was made from the skin of the buffalo. Indian women made
it by stretching a hide and drying it in the sun. Then they scraped all the flesh, hair, and
fat from it. The result was a strong, thick leather.

Buffalo hide had many uses. It was tanned and made into tepee coverings,
robes, blankets, and clothes. Sometimes the shaggy hair of the buffalo was left on the
hide to give warmth. Plains Indians stretched buffalo hide to make drums. They also
made a round boat called a bullboat out of willow covered with buffalo hide. Even
saddles and the shields used in battle were made from the hide.

The hide was not the only useful part of the buffalo. The buffalo sinew, or tough
cord of tissue, was used as thread. Indian women sewed tepee coverings and clothing
using it. The buffalo stomach was used as a cooking pot, and buffalo shoulder bones
were used as hoes. Paint brushes and decorations were made from the hair. The
Indians also hollowed out the horns to create eating and drinking utensils. Wearing a
buffalo horn headdress was considered one of the highest honors in an Indian society.

Buffalo meat was very important to the
diet of Plains Indians. Often it was sliced into
thin strips and dried to make jerky. This food
could be kept for long periods of time. It was
carried by groups moving from place to place ,
and was eaten without further cooking.
Sometimes this dried meat was combined
with mashed berries and animal fat. This
mixture was called pemmican.

1. Why was it very important for the Plains Indians to have successful hunts?

. Do you think the Plains Indians would have stayed on the plains if there were no
buffalo? Why or why not?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Longkouses
As you read this story, circle the correct word in

each numbered box at the bottom of the page.

The Coastal Indians lived along the shores of

1 water rivers or near the salt water of Puget
Sound and the Pacific Ocean. Their winter

2 were called longhouses.
Longhouses were made of largioverlapping cedar

planks. They had pointed roofs to 3 _ the rain.
Some of the longhouses 4 200 feet long. These homes were so large that several
families could live together inside.

s There were 5- windows in the longhouses. Large tires burned in the middle of
I

the dirt floor. A hole in the roof allowed the 6 from fires to escape. Cedar Arid
cattail mats were hung up to make small rooms for the families The mats were at eo

7 for rugs and mattresses.

I The floor of the longhouse was covered with cedar 8. shavings. If the floor tot

idirty, the shavings were swept outside and new shavings were 9. down on the
floor.

The Coastal Indians lived in longhouses from November to April each year. The
isummer homes of the Coastal Indians were simple lean-tos or huts called cattail

,-,

mathouses. The outside was 10.- with cedar bark mats and cattails. These homes
could be easily moved from place to place in the summer as the Indians gathered food to
prepare for the next winter.

a.
1.

cold
warm
fresh

2.
canoes
homes
clothing

3.
hold
catch
shed

4.
were
lasted
was

5.
near
not
no

6.
chimney
smoke
air

7.
used
made
taken

8.
splinter
seeds
bark

9.
thrown
hung
gathered

10.
under
covered
nailed
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Name

a Sikhs"
11 Look at the list of words in the word box. They are words you will learn about as you
study the Coastal Indians. Unscramble the letters of each word at the bottom of the page
and fill in the word puzzle. One letter for each word has been written for you. When your
puzzle is complete, you will have a Chinook Indian greeting.

Blanket
Tribe
Ceremony
Ibtem
Pctlatch
Symbol
Spawn
Coastal
Longbows
Basket
Honor
Salmon
Canoe 171

6

1

I I

3 L
10

8

A

11 0

9 A

2 S

13 I

K

1. HLOONUSGE

2. TSCAOAL

3. NLMAOS

4. NREYOECM

5. SEBKAT

6. ALETBNK

7. NHOOR

8. PWSAN

9. OAHPCTLT

10. AONEC

11. TMEOT

12. 13SLMOY

13. ITEBR
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Name

7 Look for each of these Native American Tribes in the word search. The names can be found
either across or down.

CHEROKEE

SEMINOLE

IROQUOIS

COMANCHE

CHEYENNE

SIOUX

PUEBLO

APACHE

NAVAJO

CHINOOK

NEZ PERCE

SALISH

4TOOPS Ili
SPAMED8

A I H o
L CELDFC.AIE

S 14Cr4 I

I EYE

HNNPN pi
$ 614T0

SC E F

o g EK LAC

O KLIP

PERCEC
E F

EwDxsz
Y A

Ermim rahl rAYAI

L M
/ R 0

R P
A 0 5
V $
B W u
Pi A v
K L I
L. J M
M W

P u
X y

P

R K 0
S G

I I4T

Q UO
A Q G
cr X
O U)(
MZY
AJO
N

C40
H R v
E- B L
A Z E

N 0
N Q
N E Z
U F V

Tates Word Search
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Name

3

.

$

Clues

FB

D

Appendix F cont.

1. cone-shaped skin tents
2. Indian 'suitcases'
3. bison
4. Indian groups
5. people living without permanent homes
6. soft leather used for clothing
7. dried meat
8. grass lands
9. type of sled for hauling

10. kind of weapon
11. quick, deerlike animal
12. shoes made of buffalo hide

coup
Pemmican
antelope
travois
plains
moccasins
teepee
nomads
buckskin
tribes
0111123200y

tomahawk
buffalo
parflechs)
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Indian State Names
Thousands of places in the United States have names taken from Native American

languages. Many cities, towns, mountains, and rivers are named for the people who first
lived in the area.

Eight of the states in the United States got their names from Native American Tribes.

Unscramble each group of letters to make the name of a state. Each states name came from
the name of a Native American Tribe.

ti NASSAK
LROISMIUS
3, HUTA
q. 3AANKSRA
s SLINLIOI
6. WOAI
7, CHAMGINI
a. MABALAA

BEST COPY PARABLE
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Chapter 4 Part 2

Major Indian Groups: Review

Directions: Write the word from below in the correct blank.

Pueblo travois totem
potlatches staple food assembly
Nomads Hogans kayaks

1. Eskimos used canoes called . (122)
2. A is a type of carrier used to transport ones belongings.(116)
3. Indians of the Great Plains who had no fixed dwellings were
called (116)
4. is the Spanish word for village.(120)
5. are the round or six sided dwellings made from logs and
dried mud. (120)
6. were forms of animal spirits that the Northwest Coast Indians
believed in. (121)
7. The food that people depend on most for their nourishment is
called . (119)
8. An is a law-making body. (119)
9. are the great feasts hosted by the chiefs of the tribes. (121)

Directions: Circle the correct answer

10. The flat treeless land that stays frozen much of the year.(122)
swamps desert tundra

11. Dwellings of the Plains Nomads that were made by lashing poles together
to make a cone were: (116)
tepees adobes hogans

12.House made of snow blocks: (122)
adobes igloos tepees

13. Ground cover that includes grass and grass roots is: (115)
sod potlatches cedar bark

14. Circular houses built over shallow pits were called: (115)
adobes lodges tepees
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Directions: Write the letter of the answer that best completes each sentence in
the blank.

15. These Indians depended on the buffalo for their food and shelter.
(116)
a. Great Plains
b. Columbia Plateau
c. Northwest Coast

16. Because their main foods came from gathering and hunting the
Indians of the ? were similar. (118-119)
a. Great Plains, Great Basin, and California
b. Great Basin, California, and Columbia Plateau
c. Great Plains, Northwest Coast, and Eskimos

17. Acorns were the staple food of the: (119)
a. Eskimos
b. Columbia Plateau Indians
c. California Indians

18. This group of Southwest Indians farmed and lived in villages. (120)
a. California Indians
b. Pueblo Indians
c. Columbia Plateau Indians

19. These two groups of Indians were similar because they depended on
hunting and fishing.(121-122)
a. Northwest Coast and Eskimos
b. California and Columbia Plateau
c. Eskimos and Great Basin

Directions: Write the word True or False in the blank.

20. Life for the Columbia Plateau Indians depended on cooperation in
hunting buffalo. (116-117)

21. Indians of the Northwest Coast had acorns as their staple food. (119)
22. The Indians of the Columbia Plateau chose both men and women to

serve as chiefs and shamans. (119)
23. Hopi "means peaceful".(120)

4
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Directions: Use complete sentences and proper grammar to answer the
following.

Which animal did the Great Plains Indians depend onto meet their needs?
Explain how the Indians used this animal. (116-117)

5



Appendix G
Visually Aided Materials

Major Plains Sites,and Tribes
Major sites aria inoes ut

North American Indian Art

it

Amq
Arctic
Ocean

89

-L

Major Woodland and Southern
Sites and Tribes

KEY

Exarcm

7ateau

g Areec

Soutewest

Cairroma

El ?Ares'

Flares

Wootteanos

E Southeast

CI Great Baste

Ocean

ti
:0//
ions. \

Major Southwest and California
Sites and Tribes

Pomo

Chumash

Pacific Ocean

Penne
;

U.S.A.

Zuni Pueblo ;

Acorns PMeblo Sento Domingo Pueblo
Navajo i Mimbres

Hopi Pueblo
ueblo

MEXICO
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Major Prehistoric Indian
Sites and Tribes

Major Northwest Coast and
Eskimo Sites and Tribes

90

Major Prehistoric Indian
Sites and Tribes

Jl

Picture Commentary

FIcruts I Mother and Child Hopewell Culture

this =Mc figures wee rowel by echaeologina in burial mound in to
Ohio Valley sr Om Wed Haan& The Hopewell rsopie were pan of
the Mound Bodeen culture of the Miasissippi Valley sea the Mien
civilise:loos of who loo became the United Sums. The Hopewell Moe
produced many differs= kinds of grave =fenny to he buried with the
Mt This mil rulpture dm a motor and childdo crest come
sheen of the figures freed a the burial site. May of them gem
sculpthrta rays women in everyday =brines

From everyday objects Lib throe. nottaeologisa have been able to
leam about the way of life of dram maim= maga end tow their
customs were banded down to mean dm For =amp= a non ol the

Hopewell sculptures the yams sir with bah lop acted m as aide.
Milos that the Sioux Wiens have ccetinued.

FICrl:RS 2 Stone Effigy Figure. Mound Builder:
Culture

The miasmic Mound Bakken cultures premed many kneel* (lima
with one had resting on raised tom This. fmcieacing =ample is from
Artois= It we roods in Wan 100 sac The delta is both eilcom and
=ewe eat mesas to be the wort of a skilled an= Such =lamb
sculpones by Mound Builders mope. ham ben found am a tarp
Moe of the as United Star= =timing to Oiled corm worked
Le teeny Whams amenities.

oro Mows the siguilcanca of thin pea Es* Spanish eadoren
food this type of um in Mound Builders' ma= indicabag Mg they
may have been objects of worship. They may have boa buried with the
deal co they may repress:a enternal Ileum So= re male =I Pm
female. Few ere prmemed today, because the Sputiah tenders considered
them to be empire of heathen idols ad destroyed dem.
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Ficruste 52 Iroquois Quilled Bag

This object from the Caen Uses tepee, was called a *added bag a
was one shag noes the nen m hold onensuunon. The Iroquois ante al
the meth= %Methods made then an oo, ef the bandoleer lag star

the whim people be' inn :dead guns and smiler mind. bolds. file
Iroquois *nary had tea me nide= aryls el begs std peaches to core
avoma wampum. and medicinal

Like this rest bosun begs ware decormed with mildiani anal
design The avian fevered dal welnumined Senn wen hnehdy
colored pawns quilling. Oa this bag me itemtheterde elude ot
pampas mulls imam she blackdnd tuckakis whoa. TM tees
&sin Minn the NM* el Emmen styles. While easy Lomas nags
had geometric shims tad mogle, lair anemia isle this cm theme'
curving lines, phes enuraliale imaps ads es leans ar bads or flonn.

Ptc-rma 53 Delaware Beadwork

Decorence using sampan or tiny dada, en memos among es
Delman Craft:Mary. a gum et Alga/maw eine from the edam
Worthen* Long Won Me Elatenes amen mime entre wen
decorating Mottling. execuirs, slemng men amp begging octet
idea with embroidery male of then rimy Wads.

This demean clods e anode' wank' dad Enema at
influenced non engin Glee reads boo tegneed madam seething
a more colorful aid datum deep. This mond peens sin reflected.
fan that the Wrenn lived on gad term for awn due with des Des
and Swedish sealers in dm am. Thin teetwork ems mamma drapes
fob at Altheigh tradinceal Nib* &raw mess ores rymenserlog as in
en.* a. they nee usually therm ad getentrie re pann. Europe=
Muer= brought die me or reale* 1st finest ell maul dadeslthe
then two theurame deer-0 Lona benteark.

Ptcruna S4 Cherokee Mask,

11a Chasse of de sea amend seta is cow Nosh Omni= wen dims
Mann of the Iroquois tribe of the tonere thesilaten The Cheeks
language he' some bane Maladies to de &cepa,* ere' Cherokee an
used masks for micas cesesecein the collo:in el ranks inn*a
few of the many van*. In Cherokees made for trek mean. Chnothe
masks lib dna wan used in merneethe aryertry the onsmiany. maw
sickness. to commanoras pea giories m ism rod Meng, and so man fee
of the dreaded oboe aimless Dons de deli ly dinned laths on the
Go ma, mats. Am Cherokee iamb en more realithe. Intl*/ effigieo
whets nee delude painted her meetings lthe don sal by enviers.
Thrust, theca carved wooden nuke den sot as &emetic ce save' a the
In:quota Palm Face masks. Chords nab sere wondered mean!
spiritual emblems.

Pronunciation Guide

Appendix G cont.

Pc,:unt Connteurar, 19 40 Sanve Art n 'North ...en.

Aroma 'S. ka.,mo Onoodep A nannogno

Adam a 'di. na Penis In.(Yrnt

adobe a.6641 perdecimi pgr,flesb

Amami an.a.'sg-ab Pueblo Vera(,)bIO

Arapaho a-tap-a-fad damns 'shl.raxt

Caddo ta.(.)d6 Simnel she...ebed

°Molds to-1161.a Sioux aft

Cbactee thera(,)ki Cgs% le -(,)pt

Otonamb 'ehd.,mash Milt alle.(9)it

Crea lig Taltneblee 'china-she .an

&aide bida wampum Sea mpa at

Hopi MI (,) pe yam yea.

but** 1r a v,kwol Zuni 'zdnd

kfficides ta'ehl.aa

Moan lsra,wa

Kweided. 'ter g411:(y16 di

men kW vs*

MIzebeso elm -brie

Netelmg 'hack -era

Mends hay.a.,b4

011/eee 0.1le-erb

Oka& "gt.ett

PICTLAB 55 Caddo Carved Wooden Figure

This realistic carved Elm man of tense* vas cam pertly *mud. II

has Munn hair and a hair mustache. Eletwvea the knee *the mud inn
is a doeskus bag that contains s um* beadle. The maw figthe ss rely

those sea threes high. Li was produced by dmCaddo a lop thee

demeded from the Mound Binders mime of thesaannens UMW

Stan
This teougleful newt whin nu made in die agleam& ceeneT

soon time din the smval o( the whim pimple eed a Reedy westered

pithprotably repress lengthened sham Emu. holy ann.Ku pas

reurre =Wisdom ad pietism despair as be clutches his smell

*menage and mats the unhappy Me of his pecan

Glossary

96

absdonesnad of the Pacific Coax whose spiral-shaped shell. lined with mother-oftheart
was used in Pacific Coast Indian at

abstract dellgnnoniepresencalional design: art that does not try to be realisticinund. it
emphasizes lines. colon, forms, and arrangement of panne

adobesun-dried brick of earth and sum, used by Pueblo Indians to nuke their homes.

anhaeologleaperson who scientifically studies historic and prehistotic people and their
cultures through remains that have been unearthed.

artifact ay object made by human beings, especially of lunatic intemst

ardsene person who is skilled in an artistic craft

bandoleer hadbag worn slung across the chest to bold ammunition

beadworktechnique of decorating tribal objects with beadsat first the beads were small
seashells: Islet the beads were glass. acquired from white people.

buckskin soft pliable leather made from the skin of a buck (Main tniennll, especially a deer

or antelope>.

buffalolarge wild oxen. central to Plains Indians' esthetic, providing food. clothing. and
many other necessities of life; the American "buffalo" is actually a bison.

buttsin the western United States and Canada. an isolated bill the rises abruptly and
steeply from the surrounding land: its flu summit is smaller than the flat top of mesa.

canyon --a deep valley with steep sides. common in the U.S. Southwest .

caribooIarge animal of the deer family that provides (cod fur. skin for housing, and other
necessities of life for Eskimos and other northern Native American

ceramic ware objects made from clay a a similar material and finished by firing (heating).

charm a typically small object woes a carried because it is supposed to are magical
powen.

efflgyan image or representation of a person a animal. especially a sculptured image.

False Face--supemantral being (or mask of the being) punished for being boastful by hav
ing to spend eternity curing the sick.

False Face SocietyMeal rewind= din called on the power of the supernatural through
rituals and "False Face" masks to cure the sick.

rIgurtoe.... small OrnainenUd figure of pottery. metal. wood, or some other costerial,

aiingbeat processing of pottery.

geometric designdesign that emphasizes lines and angular shapes in space.

103
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Appendix
Chem Dance reilglooreli mom movement among .01071 and Prams Indians. introduced

by a Puute prophet to i 389. that emphasized a ceremonial :ante.

Ivoryhard white substance that u the MI= part of elephant and walrus rusk. used by
NelVe Americans in the far north to make carved and sculpted artwork.

kachlomgods of the Pueblo Indian tribes of the U.S. Southwest especially die Hopis,
derived from ancestral spirits and iamenonated in religious camicaes by masked
dancers

kayakan Eskimo hunting wag/craft with a skin cover oar a light (=await.

kllaoven furnace or other heated enclosure used to finish pottay with hest

longboamalons. communal buildings of the Iroquois and some odic' American Indian.
consirting of a wooden framework covered in bark

loonsdevice wed to weave Wean

magicdie us of producing a desinad effect by ming supematoral agencies and forces of
wise.

=Akins tow-- toothy term for shaman; a pence believed to have sumanantral Fora, far
healing the sick.

mean --a Spanish wad matting -table' applied to Oat-topped bill with steep sides. stand-
ing Soon and found in the southwestern Unita Stases and Maim

easocesthesolt lather heelless axes often decorated with quillanck. beadwork. ec wam-
pum embroidery.

nonsedleliving in temporary comminartia. moving wound hem place to pluck

op are - style of theme at that mango hams and mme in a any that produces optical

palette --dot mime mad by a painter to hold and Mx diffacts color pints

parffeelmanall wank ec box used to omy dried meet and she mile, made from stiff
rawhide.

pietogreplea record of an event made with piaceial symbols. as in prehistoric cave
paintings.

platesaa large land wee with a relatively Oat surface that rises sharply on at least one side
from the surrounding lard, common in the U.S. Souzhwest.

podatebMas ceremonial dinner of Ncethwes Coast Indiana.

pre-Columbiesaccuning before the axial °Mambas in the Amexicas

prehistaleoccurring balm niece a retarded history. investigated by archaeology.

arablags COCCIID110ai building that hewed an elate village.

qullihrtelteclmique of using dammed and dyed porcupine quills to decease tribal obsess.

rewhideuntanned (raw) animal akik

reserallosa piece el U.S. public land set aide en a place fa Indians to live.

G cont.

salmonsaltwater and freshwater fish important to Northwest Coast Indians.

sand paintinga symbolic. mainly Navajo artwork -painted" one background of sand.
using sand and natural dyes of different colon as "paints."

shamana holy man and mystical lead= part priest, part part doctor.

shieldbrad piece of defensive armor. Plains Indian carrion carried decanted shields
made of animal hide into basin.

unallpesasenagious, infectious Mate introduced in the Mimi= by Eurasians; became
Native Americans bad nor developed any immnairy to the dames. smallpox killed oast
number of tare.

spindlefounded rod used in hand-rpioning Oben for weaving.

Milted dip --design that conforms to a particular style or convexities of at

symbothasrepreeenting things by symboh or images that have a sat of meanings. or that
stand for something other than what they are.

symmetrical dalsswell-proportionel design caracterixed by matching forme or
arrangement of para.

tapeecone-shaped an made of skins ameba around frame of poles, used especially by
Plains Indians.

thatched roollaftroof ceased by a mataial like straw. rushes or beam

thunderbirda hues, eaglelike. mydzial bird believed by western AMMiCal1 Wham to
cause thunder and lightning,

totem pod- -sans carved and parsed pole sharing a family's history and amuse in the com-
munity, cased by Northwest Coda Indians

treatiesformal peace agreenienk such en daces male taw= whim 'overtimes and
Indian albs

turipoisse blue. peasish blue. or greenish may atinenl. valued as a gon g= es it is
sky blue. often used in Southwest Indian jewehy

wampumtiny seashells used to Became et el objects and u =nem: replaced by glass
beads introduced by white wales

we shirtcarefully =breath:zed shirt worn into bade; the thin was supposed to demon-
strate the warrior's bravery and pr act him from injwy.

winter ceeneSioux drawings co buffalo akin that ears pictorial calendars and chronicles
of events; the drawing was added to each yes

yoccestiff-leaved plant, sometimes in eyelike forts found in wan= area of the
America.
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Appendix H
Synopsis of Intervention for Classroom Teachers

TIME ALLOTMENT FOR SUBJECTS
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TIMELINE OF INTERVENTION
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MIND -MRPPING

1. Start in the center of the page with the topic idea.

2. Work outward in all directions producing a wide pattern that

3. Have well defined clusters and sub-clusters, keeping to

between fine and seven groupings.

4. Use key words and images.

5. Use color imagery and 3-D perspectives in your symbols.

6. Print the words rather than write them to make for more

distinct and memorable images.

7. Put the words on the lines, not at the end of the lines.

8. Use one word per line, it is more concise.

9. Make the pattern noteworthy, even odd. The mind remembers

things that stand out.

1 9 5
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10. Use arrows, colors, designs, etc. to show connections.

11. Use personal short forms, codes for fun and effectiveness.

12. Build at a fast pace. It's more spontaneous and you capture

more associations as they occur to you.

13. Be creative and original.

14. Have fun.
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Appendix I

Visual Cues

Name

Please record or bring notes to share with the class any time you

use any of the following In other classes to help you study.

Visualization Color Cues
Picture

Metaphors
Idea

Sketching

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

117
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Appendix J

Abstract

This summary describes a program for increasing awareness,

development and implementation of visual elements into core

subjects. The cognitive development of the targeted students as it

pertains to memory and recall may be positively effected. Student

tests and surveys of teachers documented and described the extent

of visual spatial deficits.

Analysis of probable cause data reveals that schooling treats the

imagination as unimportant. Schools lack the integration of visual

spatial intelligence into other core subjects and subject area

teachers have limited visual spatial knowledge. The contribution of

overlearning and over teaching of verbal linguistic tasks. Schools

are overdependent and place higher value on verbal linguistic skills

when visual spatial skills not only enhance those skills, they are

skills of equal value.

As a result of this program employing visual spatial components

and assessments, the students and faculty may have an increased

awareness and understanding of the importance of including visual

spatial elements in the teaching and learning of verbal linguistic

tasks.

1 8



Appendix K
Visually Aided Material

Videos:

1 1 2

Bush, Jane B. (1993). If Rocks Could Talk: Dale Seymor Pub.
Rosenfeld, Lucy (1993). Native Art of North America: Portland,

Maine: Walch.
Thomasson-Grant (1990). The Indian And His Homeland:

Whittier, CA: Finley-Holiday Films

Art Prints:

Tribal Carvings, Tsimshian Totem Poles: Cave Painting from
Texas, Shaman Summoning Spirits of the Hunt: Ceremonial Healing
Design, Navajo Sand Paintings: (New York Public Library Picture
Collection)

Battle Scene Painted On Cloth, Sioux Pictograph: Hunters And
Warriors, Plains Indian Buffalo Hide Painting, circa 1830: Design
With Deer Image, Zuni Pottery Water Jar: Carved Wooden Dancer, Hopi
Kachina Doll, (Department Of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institute)

Painted Wooden Carving, Eskimo Shaman's Mask, (P.A. Hearst
Museum Of Anthropology).

Painted Leather With Eagle Feathers, Hopi Helmet Mask, (St.
Louis Art Museum).

Wooden Mask And Feathered Robe, Kwakiutl Thunderbird
Costume, (Milwaukee Public Museum).

Student Projects:
Kachinna Dolls, Totem Poles,

Student Project Examples:
Teepees, Ghost, Dance Shirts,

Magazines:
Robinson, Maurice R.(1991&1995). Scolastic Art:Art & Man: Vol.

21, No. 3 &Vol.26, No. 2

I



Appendix L

Subject Matter Test
CHAPTER 4 PART 1 TEST

DIRECTIONS: WRITE THE LETTER OF THE ANSWER THAT BEST
COMPLETES EACH SENTENCE IN THE BLANK.

a.natural environment d. slash-and-burn
b. shamans e. passenger pigeon

1 1 3

f. extinct
g. wampum

1. A wall made of sharpened tree trunks.

2. The most common food bird of the Woodland Indians.

3. Consists of the land, water, plants, and animals around us.

4. Made form porcupine quills and shells.

5. No longer existing.

6. Priests and healers.

7. Method of clearing fields for farming.

DIRECTIONS: CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT BEST COMPLETES EACH
SENTENCE.

8. The Woodland Indians were

a. gatherers, hunters, and doctors.
b. doctors, farmers, and gatherers.
c. farmers, gatherers, and hunters.

9. A bark covered shelter was a

a. wigwam.
b. hogan.
c. longhouses.

1 0
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Appendix L cont.
10. Dwellings made of poles covered with elm bark were

a. pueblos.
b. longhouses.
c. wigwams.

11. This was used by the Iroquois to help them remember important
events and as a form of money

a. tobacco.
b. wampum.
c. wigwams.

12. The shaman who persuaded five of the Iroquois tribes to stop
fighting each other and unite in a league

a. Mulberry.
b. Blackfoot.
c. Hiawatha.

13. A union of people joined together for a common purpose is a

a. league.
b. nation.
c. descendant.

14. The most powerful of the Indian groups in the Northeast to join
the Six Nations were the

a. Iroquois.
b. Tuscarora.
c. Mohawks.

15. The Five Civilized Tribes consisted of the

a. Kiowa, Comanche, Cheyenne, Crow, and Creek.
b. Creek, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Cherokees, and Seminoles.
c. Sioux, Apache, Navajo. Natches, and Shoshone.

121
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DIRECTIONS: UNDERLINE THE WORD(S) THAT BEST COMPLETES EACH

SENTENCE.

16. The Creek men went on hunting parties that lasted (5 to 6 weeks
or 5 to 6 months).

17. The Indians peoples of the (Southeast or Northwest Coast) lived
in farming villages.

18. In the Iroquois culture the (children or women) were the most
important people.

19. In the Northeast the Indians made maple sugar from the sap of
the (oak tree or the maple tree).

DIRECTIONS: WRITE THE WORD TRUE OR FALSE IN THE BLANK.

20. In order for 8 to 10 families to live together in

longhouses the people had to have cooperation and patience.

21. The two major language groups of the Northeast
Indians were the lroquian and the Cheyenne.

spirits.

of life.

22. American Indians all had a form of religion.

23. The Indians believed in living in harmony with the

24. The Indians were willing to learn the Canadian way

DIRECTIONS: WRITE SENTENCES TO EXPLAIN WHY MANY INDIAN
CULTURES DID NOT SURVIVE THE COMING OF THE EUROPEANS.

122
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BONUS

ANSWER ONE, TWO, OR ALL THREE OF THE FOLLOWING.

1. WHAT COULD HAPPEN WHEN ONE CULTURE MEETS ANOTHER OR A
NEW
CULTURE?

2. WHAT WOULD BE SOME EXAMPLES OF THE IMPORTANCE OF WOMEN
AMONG THE
IROQUOIS?

3. TELL THREE CHARACTERISTICS THAT THE WOODLAND INDIANS HAD
IN.COMMON

123
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Appendix M

Student Permission Letter

CATHY L. EDWRRDS CRRR

SAINT HRUIER UNIVERSITY

As part of my graduate work at SHU, I am implementing a

project to improve students recall and retention of material in

Social Studies by integrating an art project with a unit they are

currently studying. I would like your permission to use their test

results in my report on the findings. Students responses will be

held in confidence, their names will not be published. Please

indicate your permission by signing and returning this letter.

Thank you for your

cooperation.

Cathy Carr

124
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Student Examples

Mind Maps
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Appendix 0

Teacher Permission Letter

CATHY L. EDWARDS CARR

ST. HAM ER UNIUERSITY

As part of my graduate work at SHU, I am

implementing a project to improve students visual

spatial skills. As part of my work I will be asking

teachers to fill out the attached survey. Teacher

responses will be held in confidence. Participation in the

survey is voluntary. Please indicate your permission by

signing and returning this letter along with the completed

survey.

Thank you for your

cooperation.

Cathy Carr

1.28
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